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WE BRING
SOPHISTICATION TO YOUR

IT INFRASTRUCTURE
 We provide a one-stop solutions in Unified Communication,

Immersive Audio & Visual Collaborations, IT & Security
Infrastructure.

OUR INDUSTRIES
Government, Financial, Education,
Healthcare, Corporate, Entertainement

CERTIFICATIONS

PARTNERSHIP

We are an MSME, GeM certified
company

we are the Distributors for various
products and solutions in IT Domain
and bring along the authorization from
OEMs to support our customers



IMMERSIVE
 AUDIO-VISUAL

COLLABORATIONS

UNIFIED
COMMUNICATIONS

IT, SECURITY &
SURVEILLANCE

EPABX,IPABX, VOICE LOGGER,
CALL CENTRE APPLICATION, IP
GATEWAYS,GSM GATEWAYS,
BOOSTERS AND JAMMERS

CONFERENCING SOLUTIONS,
AUDITORIUM ACOUSTICS,
BOARDROOMS, SEMINAR HALLS,
BROADCASTING, TOWNHALLS

CCTV, BIOMETRIC AND
ATTENDANCE SYSTEM, SOLAR
CAMERAS AND STREET LIGHTS, 
 NETWORKING, ACCESS POINTS,
WIFI AND PA SYSTEMS



One stop shop for your corporate technology needs
Certified, experienced and trained resources
Solution based approach to meet the customer needs
Uncompromised after sales support

WHAT WE BRING TO YOUR TABLEWHAT WE BRING TO YOUR TABLE



ESTEEMED PROJECTS



WE HAVE COMPLETED A
NUMEROUS AV PROJECTS
HERE ARE A FEW PROMINENT ONES

KARNATAKA BANK HO TEGUTECH, BANGALORE KIA MOTORS, ANANTHPURVIALTO PARTNERS,
BANGALORE



OUR PARTNERS FOR AV



HUDDLE ROOMS
SIMPLE YET SOPHISTICATED

Huddle rooms are small meeting spaces designed to accommodate a limited
number of people, typically up to 6-8 individuals. They are equipped with
modern technology to support collaboration, such as video conferencing,
wireless screen sharing, and interactive whiteboards. The purpose of huddle
rooms is to provide a comfortable and informal setting for teams to meet
and work together on projects, brainstorm ideas, and make important
decisions. Huddle rooms are becoming increasingly popular in modern
workplaces as they foster a culture of teamwork and creativity while also
improving productivity and efficiency.

ClearOne VC Camera MAXHUB Bluetooth
speakerphone

MAXHUB Interactive 
Flat Panel



MEETING ROOMS
INTERACTIVE

Meeting rooms equipped with technology provide a more efficient and
effective way of conducting meetings. Technology equipment such as
projectors, video conferencing systems, and sound systems can enhance
communication and collaboration among meeting participants. With the use
of these tools, attendees can easily share information, present ideas, and
engage in discussions. Furthermore, technology-equipped meeting rooms
can save time and money by allowing remote attendees to participate
without the need for travel. Overall, investing in technology equipment for
meeting rooms can greatly improve the productivity and success of business
meetings.

MAXHUB C-series
all in one VC

MAXHUB UCS10 MEDIA BAR



VC SPACES
COLLABORATIVE

A video conferencing room with automation is a modern solution for
businesses and organizations that need to communicate with remote team
members or clients. With automation, the room can be set up to start and
end meetings automatically, adjust lighting and temperature to suit the
meeting, and even control audio and visual components. This makes it
easier for users to focus on the meeting without worrying about technical
issues. Additionally, with the rise of remote work, having a reliable and
efficient video conferencing system is essential for businesses to stay
connected and productive. A video conferencing room with automation can
provide a professional and seamless experience for all participants, whether
they are in the same room or across the globe.

MAXHUB I-series
4K screen

CLEARONE TILE MIC & DSP
JBL AUDIO

CLEARONE VC CAMERAROOM CONTROLLER



AUDITORIUMS
A modern auditorium equipped with technology can enhance the overall
experience for both performers and audience members. With state-of-the-
art sound systems, high-quality projectors, and cutting-edge lighting, the
auditorium can create a captivating atmosphere that immerses people in
the performance. Additionally, technology can provide practical benefits,
such as live streaming capabilities for remote viewers and advanced
recording equipment for archiving performances. Overall, a modern
auditorium with technology can elevate the quality of performances and
provide a more engaging and memorable experience for all involved.

ABSEN ACTIVE LED
 

JBL AUDIO
30X PTZ CAMERAAUDITORIUM CONTROLLER

MODERN TECHNOLOGY ORIENTED



www.luminomatrix.com

7975 4761 96

Experiencing is Believing

51/32, 2nd Cross Road, 2nd Main Rd,
Marilingappa Extension, Naagarabhaavi,
Bengaluru, Karnataka 560072

Book us for a demo




